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The Internet changed the world

By Indolering - Own work, CC0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=42758689



Consumption
• Online shopping
• Information and services
• Cross border issues



The internet as a force for good

"Protest Aden Arab Spring 2011" by AlMahra is licensed 

under CC BY-SA 4.0.



The Internet’s Broken Promises



Snowden Leaks and mass surveillance
• Led to GDPR"

• Privacy
• Security states and terrorism post 9/11

Edward Snowden" by DonkeyHotey is licensed under CC BY 2.0.



Cambridge Analytica
• Crises of democracy blamed on the internet
• Focus on private sector
• Manipulation

"cambridge 
analytica 
facebook" 
by Book 
Catalog is 
licensed 
under CC BY 
2.0.
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The concentration of tech giants
• US and now China

• LMICs

• Language

• Japan’s own internet

• Zubboff’s surveillance capitalism

• Competition

By InvadingInvader - Own work, CC0, 



Cascade of social anxieties
• Covid and disinformation
• Cybercrime and antisocial behaviour, bullying
• Addiction, and harms



Latest 
developments?
• Generative AI
• Existential risk
• Criticism by safety experts



Challenges for digital consumers



1. Maintaining existing consumer protections 
online 
• E-commerce
• Safety, trust
• Cross-border redress
• UNCTAD forum

Proposals (Riefa): collaboration, standards, technology, 
data sharing.



2. Addressing new consumer risks created by 
digital technologies
• Data collection
• Pricing
• Privacy
• Platform concentration



3. Consumer rights become digital rights
• Life online: dating, cultural 

production
• Blurring the lines between 

consumer issues, labour 
rights, human rights and 
political and social rights

• Lack of access



Global digital policy developments 
for consumers



Contradiction and confusion
• Global race to 

expand digital
• Growing worries 

about effects

CC0 玄史生

By © Raimond Spekking / CC BY-SA 4.0 (via Wikimedia Commons), CC BY-SA 4.0, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=52852112



Extreme confusion: AI developers think AI will 
destroy the world yet keep doing it



Platforms and 
competition

• Platform regulations in Europe
• the Digital Market Act (DMA)
• to establish a level playing field to 

foster innovation, growth, and 
competitiveness, both in the 
European Single Market and 
globally.

• The Digital Markets Act includes 
rules that govern gatekeeper online 
platforms. 

• US antitrust challenges

US Lina Khan By Federal Trade 
Commission -
https://www.ftc.gov/about-
ftc/biographies/lina-m-khan



Data protection and governance



Artificial intelligence and algorithms

CC-BY 4.0 Ada Lovelace Institute

EU Artificial Intelligence Act

New York Law 144



Online harms and disinformation
EU Digital Services Act



Encryption and child 
exploitation

CC-BY-4.0: © European Union 2019 – Source: EP



THE Future of Digital Consumer 
Rights?



Waves, hype and noise

• Crypto
• Quantum
• Metaverse
• Extended reality

CC BY-ND 2.0 Deed IBM



Complex Layering Not just abandoned!



Example: XR glasses



Some trends

CC BY-NC-SA 2.0 https://flickr.com/photos/muggles/3049737121



Video primacy
• TikTok 



Games infrastructure expand into consumer 
spaces
• Virtual Rights Japan



Tension between 
platforms, 
decentralisation, 
geopolitical splits



Digital technology shaped by regulations
• GDPR

• iPhone 15 USB



AI embedded into everything



The importance of consumer protection 
organisations

• Consumer rights are essential and mandated at global level 
since 1985.

• Consumer groups in over 100 countries have statutory rights to 
help shape policy from United Nations to national level.

• Consumer digital rights are complementary to a human rights 
approach and reach into economic governance spaces that 
typically exclude digital rights perspectives, e.g., competition 
and trade.



Challenges:
• Technological expertise
• Sustainability and new models
• Global nature of digital vs national jurisdiction


